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FIG. 1 
100 '\ 

FILE INDEX.1M 
LINK DESCRIPTION TAGS 102 (FIG.1a) 
BOOK TEXT WITH TAGS 1M (FIG.1b) 
INTERNAL ANIMATION OBJECT 106 (FIG.1c 
INTERNAL AUDIO OBJECT .1Qa (FIG.1d) 
INTERNAL GRAPHICS OBJECT .11D (FIG.1e) 

FIG. lc 
106 

OBJECT='family_clip.anm' Motion Picture in Bit Map Animation Sequence 
1111111111111111 1111111111111111 1111111111111111 1111111111111111 
1100111111111111 1111111111111111 1111111111111111 ... 1111111111111111 
1111001111111111 1111001111111111 1111111111111111 1111111111111111 
1111110011111111 1111110011111111 1111110011111111 1111111111001111 
1111111100111111 1111111100111111 1111111100111111 1111111100111111 
1111111111111111 1111111111001111 1111111111001111 1111111111001111 
1111111111111111 1111111111111111 1111111111110011 ... 1111111111110011 
1111111111111111 1111111111111111 1111111111111111 1111111111111111 

180a 180b 180C 

10B~ FIG. ld 
OBJECT=1rumpet.aud' Audio Data 184-; 

0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111 0111 0111 
0110 0101 0100 0100 0101 0110 0110 0110 0101 
moo~o~o~ooom~ooooooooooooo 

180i 
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FIG. 10 

:LDESC ID=eIeptunovIe OBJlVPE=vIdeo 

OBJECT='famly_clp.v!d' 
STORE=external 
DATA='video.exe \ CD VIdeo fie Format A' 
RUNTEXT=' Afrtcan Elephant Family Video' 

AUTOlAUNCH=no 
VlEW=eenter 
STYlE=2 

ALT_OBJECT.'famly_clp.anm' 
ALT-STORE=lnternal 
ALLDATA='\AnImatIon; 100 frcmes: 8/W bitmap' 
ALT_TEXT=' Atrtcan Elephant family AnImation' 

ALLTEXT2='V!deo not available' 

:LDESC ID=elepQ.scx.nd OBJTYPE-audlo 

OBJECT.'fn.mpet.aud' 
STORE=internal 
DATA=' audo.exe \ DeltaMod fie Format B' 
RUNTEXT='Usten to the Elephant Trumpet' 

AUTOlAUNCH=no 

ALT_TEX12=' ~o not avaBable' 

:LDESC lD=pop-CJl'aphic 08.J1'VPE=gaphlc 

OBJECT.'popuIatIon.gph' 
STORE=lnternai 
DATA='graph.exe \ GOCA Format C' 

AUTOlAUNCH=ves 
VlEW=bottom 
STYLE=2 

ALLTEXT2='Graphics not available' 

120 
.-J 

140 
.-J 

150 
.-J 
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FIG. lb 104 

I 
:H 1.AFRlCAN WlLDUFE. 

:P.Studies have been conducted over the last decade on the 
changing populations of wIIdUfe around the world. Inroads 
made by cMllzation have aasttcaUy reduced the habitats 
for Indlgenous species. A 1ypIcai population undergoing such 
changes Is that of the elephant. 

:L UD=eleph_movle.Motion PIcture of Afrtcan Elephant famly:eL 

:P.The elephant Is an endangered specles. The members of the 
family Elephantldae are indigenous to both AsIa and Africa. 
The Afrtcan elephant Is tall, kirge-eared mammal of 
tropical AfrIca. The Indian elephant Is a relatively 
small-eared mammal of the forests of southeast AsIa. 
listen to the sound of an elephant's trumpet. 

:L UD--eleph_sound.AucIo 1 - Elephant's Trumpet:eL. 

:P.Severallntematlonal organizations have focused attention on 
the plight of the world's elephant populations. 

:L UD=pop..graphlc.RglI'e 1: Worfdwlde Elephant Populatlon:eL 

:P.1he graph In figure 1, produced by the Serengetl FoundaHon 
of Tanzania, Is baSed on their comprehensive surveys of wildlife 
parks and zoos around the World. The graph shows the growth 
of zoo populations for the elephant compared to the growth of 
wild populations In AsIa and Africa. 

5,367,621 

160 
...J 
162 
.-l 

164 
...J 

166 
.-l 

168 
.-l 

170 
.-l 

172 
.-l 

174 
.-l 
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FIG. 2 
195 

OBJECT ='famil_y __ cl_ip._vid_' ____ 7~c~ ~i~eo File Format ~ 

FIG. 1 e 

OBJECT ='population.gph' Graphic Data 190 ) 

ill element (Row 1. Col 1 ) to (Row 2. Col 2) . 
E01 Horizontal Size (5700) 
E02 Vertical Size (1300) 
E03 Vector (300,500) to (1100,500) 
E04 Vertical String (300,300) "Elephants" 
E05 Box (800,700) to (1100,900) 
E06 Horizontal String (700,700) "Asia" 
E07 Vector (1100,500) to (1100,3400) 
E08 Box (600,1600) to (1100,1800) 
E09 Horizontal String (500,1400) "Africa" 
E10 Box (300,2700) to (1100,2900) 

110 ;> 

E11 Horizontal String (200,2600) "Zoos" . 
E12 Horizontal String (1200,600) "Figure 1: Worldwide Elephant Population" 
E13 Horizontal String (300,3900) "Data:" 
E14 Horizontal String (400,3900) "Serengeti" 
E15 Horizontal String (500,3900) "Foundation" 
E16 Horizontal String (600,3900) "Survey" 
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FIG. 30 • 

rLl • 

A ~ 

(1~ 
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180b 
18Oc'\. 

'\ tD 

1801 "- = "- .... 
1111111111111111 1111111111111111 1111111111111111 ---- 1111111111111111 
1100111111111111 1111111111111111 1111111111111111 1111111111111111 z 
1111001111111111 1111001111111111 1111111111111111 1111111111111111 Q 

;Oi! 

1111110011111111 1111110011111111 1111110011111111 1111111111001111 ~ 
~ 

1111111100111111 1111111100111111 1111111100111111 1111111100111111 ..... 
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1111111111111111 11111,11111111111 1111111111110011 1111111111110011 
1111111111111111 1111111111111111 1111111111111111 ---- 1111111111111111 
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, 00 
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FIG.3b 

~--------------------~~,----------------------------~ r ~ 

I I 

; 

II L 
SAMPLED ANALOG I 
SOUND SIGNAL 184' 

AUTO DATA 184 

~ 
(XX)1 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111 0111 0111 

~ 0110 0101 0100 0100 0101 0110 0110 0110 0101 
0100 0010 0010 0010 0001 0000 CXXX) CXXX) 0000 

~ • 00 • 
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FIG. 
3c 

E04 

Ele- As' 
phants r-Ia 

Afri 
r-

ca 
Z~s 

E14 

Data: 
Serengeti 
Foundation 
Survey 

FlQure 1: Worldwide Elephant Population 

Graphics Data 190;> 

m element (Row 1. Col 1 ) to (Bow 2. Col 2) 
E01 Horizontal Size (5700) 
E02 Vertical Size (1300) 
E03 Vector (300.500) to (1100,500) 
E04 Vertical String {300.300) -Elephants
E05 Box (800.700) to (1100,900) 
E06 Horizontal String (700. 700) -Asia
E07 Vector (1100,500) to (1100,3400) 
E08 Box (600,1600) to (1 tOO,1800) 
E09 Horizontal String (500,1400) -Africa
E10 Box (300,2700) to (1100,2900) 

DISPLAYED 
GRAPHICS 

190' 
~ 

E11 Horizontal String (200,2600) -Zoos-
E12 Horizontal String (1200,600) -Figure 1: Worldwide Elephant Population
E13 Horizontal String (300,3900) -Data:-
E14 Horizontal String (400,3900) -SerengeU-
E15 Horizontal String (500,3900) -Foundation-
E16 Horizontal String (600,3900) -Survey-



MEMORY 220 FIG. 40 

1/0 Profile Buffer 230 
Function Hardware 

audio stereo 
high fI 

Book File Buffer 232 

Unk Description Tags 102 

Book Text with Tags 104 

Internal Animation Object 106 

Internal Audio Object 108 

Internal Graphics Object 110 

/,300 
Characteristics 

2D-2CXXlOHz 
DeltaMod 
FORMATB 

(Fig. 10) 

(Flg.lb) 

(Flg.lc) 

(Flg.ld) 

(Flg.le) 

/ WORKSTATION 200 

Software Driver 
. 
CD_AUDIO.DVR 
TAPE_ AUDIO.DVR 
AUDIO_DATA.DVR 

100 
,/ 

:LDESC ID=eleph_sound OBJlYPE=audlo LINK BUFFER 234 

140 -------.: 

OBJECT .'trumpet.aud' 
STORE=lnternal 
DATA='audlo.exe \ DeltaMod File Format B' 
RUNTEXT-'Usten to the Elephant Trumpet' 
AUTOLAUNCH=no 
ALT_TEXT2.' Audio not available' 

--------------------------------

~ • 
rLl • 



....... _--- ... ----------------_ .... _-------

Page Buffer 
236 

tropical Africa. The Indian elephant Is a relatively 
small-earned mammal of the forests of southeast Asia. 
Listen to the sound of an elephant's trumpet. +--------166 

:L Ud=eleph_sound,Audlo 1 - Elephant's Trumpet:eL. • __ ---168 
:P.Severallntematlonal organizations have focused attention on • 170 
the plight of the world's efephant populations ....... . 

Display Buffer 238 -
Zoos' -

Africa 
Elephants Asia -

r-

.. 

Data: 
Serengetl 
Foundation 
Survey 

Figure 1: Worldwide Elephant Population 

190' 

/ 

-------_ ....... _---------------------

c:: • rLl • 

FIG.4b 



~ • rLl • 
------------------------~--------~ ~ 

174' 
The graph In Rgure 1, produced by the Serengetl Foundation .,.-
of Tanzania, Is based on their comprehensive surveys of wildlife .. 

;. 
FIG.4c a 

Softcoppy Book Read Program 400 (Fig. 6) 

1/0 Handler Programs 500, 530 and 560 (Figs. 7a, 7b and 7c) -- -
Drivers and Operating System 590 

BUS202 "-

204_\ 206\.. 208, 210, 212 \. 214, 216, 
00 =-(I) 

DISPLAY & 
LAN VIDEO AUDIO MOUSE CPU DASD KEYBD 

ADAPTER INTRF ADAPTER ADAPTER ADAPTER 

(I) 
~ 

..... 
Q 

AG.4a Q 
~ 

..... 
QC 

1 TO & 1 TAPE TOHIFI 1 . FROM &CD 

FIG.4b 

RG.4c 
(.II -.. 

FIG. 4 
~ 
0\ 

" -.. 

~ 
jIooool 
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FIG. 5 

(300 

I/O HARDWARE CHARAC- SOFTWARE 
FUNCTION TYPES TERISTICS ORIVERS 

keyboard std std BIOS 

pOinter mouse .050 MOUSE.OVA 
device 

touch stylus .050 OVRLAY,OVA 
overlay finger .500 GESTURE.OVR 

display high res 1000x1000 BIOS 
256 colors ANIMATION.OVA 
GOCA GRAPHICS.OVR 
FORMATC 

disk store hard drive 100MB BIOS 

printer laser 300dpi PRINTER.OVR 

audio stereo 20-20000 Hz CO AUOIO.OVA 
high fi DeltaMod TAPE AUDIO.DVA 

FORMATB AUDIO _DATA.DVR 

video VHS Read/Write VHS TAPE.DVA 
Tape VHS:DATA.DVR 

video Compact CO Video CO VIDEO.DVA 
Disc FORMAT A VIDEO_DATA OVA 

Read/Write 
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NO 

NO 

FIG.6. 
(400 

LOAD USER'S WORKSTATION PROFILE 300 (AG. 5) 

LOAD BOOK FILE 100 (FIG. 1) 

LOAD UNK DESCRIPTION TAGS 102 INTO UNK BUFFER 234 

LOAD NEW PAGE INTO PAGE BUFFER 236 

DISPLAY PAGE TEXT 

LOCATE UNK TAGS IN PAGE 

00 ANY UNK TAGS HAVE A UNK DESCRIPTION 
WITH AUTOLAUNCH='YES'? 

402 

404 

406 

408 

410 

412 

414 

416 
IF YES, THEN GET DATA STRING FROM UNK DESCRIPTION 

OUTPUT DATA STRING TO START THE EXECUTION OF THE I/O 
HANDLER PROGRAM SPECIFIED IN STRING AND GO TO STEP 420 

418 

420 

WAIT FOR POINTER TO ACTIVATE A UNKTAG 
OR UNTIL NEW PAGE REQUESTED 

ARE ANY UNK TAGS ACTIVATED BY THE POINTER? 
422 

424 
IF YES, THEN GET DATA STRING FROM UNK DESCRIPTION 

OUTPUT DATA STRING TO START THE EXECUTION OF THE I/O 
HANDLER PROGRAM SPECIFIED IN STRING AND GO TO STEP 420 

428 

IF NO, THEN GO TO STEP 420 

426 
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FIG.7a (500 

SOFTCOPY BOOK READ PROGRAM OUTPUTS DATA 502 
STRING 'VIDEO.EXE\CD VIDEO FILE FORMAT A' 

VIDEO HANDLER PROGRAM 500, VlDEO.EXE BEGINS 

PARSE DATA STRING TO IDENTIFY VIDEO 
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUPPORT REQUIRED , 

504 

506 

508 

DOES WORKSTATION PROFILE INCLUDE_REQUIRED VIDEO SUPPORT? 

o 510 
IF NO VIDEO SUPPORT, THEN DOES BOOK FILE HAVE ALT_OBJECT? 

, IF NO, THEN DISPlAY ALT_TEXT2 ("VIDEO NOT AVAILABl.e-) 
AND RETURN 

ELSE IF YES, THEN GET ALT_DATASTRING ('\ANIMATION •. .') 

PARSE ALT DATA STRING TO IDENTIFY 
TYPE OF vTDEO SUPPORT REQUIRED 

DOES WORKSTATION PROFILE INCLUDE 
REQUIRED VIDEO SUPPORT? 

IF NO, THEN DISPLAY ALT_TEXT2 ("VIDEO NOT AVAILABlE") 
AND RETURN 

ELSE IF YES, OUTPUT AL T DATA STRING TO VIDEO 
SUPPORT AND ACCESS ALl' OBJECT AT ALT STORE 

LOCATION AND OUTPUT ALT _OBJECT TO VIDEO SUPPORT 

YES DISPlAY ALT_OBJECT (ANIMATION) AND DISPLAY ALT_TEXT 

522 
RETURN 

512 

14 

516 

518 

o 

524 

IF WORKSTATION PROFILE INCLUDES REQUIRED VIDEO SUPPORT, 
THEN OUTPUT DATA STRING TO VIDEO SUPPORT AND ACCESS OBJECT 

AT STORE LOCATION AND OUTPUT OBJECT TO VIDEO SUPPORT 

526 
DISPLAY OBJECT (CD VIDEO) AND DISPLAY RUNTEXT 

528 
RETURN 
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FIG.7b (530 
SOFTCOPY BOOK READ PROGRAM OUTPUTS DATA 532 
STRING AUDIO.EXE\DELTAMOD FILE FORMAT S' 

AUDIO HANDLER PROGRAM 530, AUDIO.EXE BEGINS 

PARSE DATA STRING TO IDENTIFY AUDIO 
HARDWARE/SOFrWARE SUPPORT REQUIRED 

534 

536 

538 

DOES WORKSTATION PROFILE INCLUDE REQUIRED AUDIO SUPPORT? 
o 540 

IF NO AUDIO SUPPORT, THEN DOES BOOK FILE HAVE ALT_OBJECT? 

IF NO, THEN DISPLAYALT_TEXT2 ("AUDIO NOT AVAILABle") 
AND RETURN 

ELSE IF YES, THEN GET ALT_DATA STRING 

PARSE ALT DATA STRING TO IDENTIFY 
TYPE OF AUDIO SUPPORT REQUIRED 

DOES WORKSTATION PRORLE INCLUDE 
REQUIRED AUDIO SUPPORT? 

IF NO, THEN DISPLAY ALT_TEXT2 ("AUDIO NOT AVAILABle") 
AND RETURN 

ELSE IF YES, OUTPUT ALT DATA STRING TO AUDIO 
SUPPORT AND ACCESS ALl' OBJECT AT ALT STORE 

LOCATION AND OUTPUT ALT j5BJECT TO AUDIO SUPPORT 

YES DISPLAY ALT_OBJECT AND DISPLAY ALT_TEXT 

552 
RETURN 

542 

546 

548 

550 

554 

IF WORKSTATION PROFILE INCLUDES REQUIRED AUDIO SUPPORT, 
THEN OUTPUT DATA STRING TO AUDIO SUPPORT AND ACCESS OBJECT 

AT STORE LOCATION AND OUTPUT OBJECT TO AUDIO SUPPORT 

,"" 556 
PLAY OBJECT (TRUMPET .AUD) AND DISPLAY RUNTEXT 

558 
RETURN 
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FIG.7c- (560 

SOFTCOPY BOOK READ PROGRAM OUTPUTS DATA 
562 V 

STRING fGRAPH.EXE\GOCA FORMAT C') , 
564 

GRAPHICS HANDLER PROGRAM 560, GRAPH.EXE BEGINS 

+ 
PARSE DATA STRING TO IDENTIFY GRAPHICS V 

566 

SOFTWARE SUPPORT REQUIRED 

+ 
568 

DOES WORKSTATION PROFILE INCLUDE REQUIRED GRAPHICS SUPPORT 
57 

IF NO GRAPHICS SUPPORT, THEN DOES BOOK FILE HAVE ALT_OBJECT? 

YES 

572 
IF NO, THEN DISPLAY ALT_TEXT2 ("GRAPHICS NOT AVAILABlE") 

AND RETURN 
ELSE IF YES, THEN GET ALT_DATASTRING 

PARSE ALT_DATA STRING TO IDENTIFY 
TYPE OF GRAPHICS SUPPORT REQUIRED 

DOES WORKSTATION PROFILE INCLUDE 
REQUIRED GRAPHICS SUPPORTI 

IF NO, THEN DISPLAY ALT_TEXT2 ("GRAPHICS NOT AVAILAB 
AND RETURN 

ELSE IF YES, OUTPUT ALT DATA STRING TO GRAPHICS 
SUPPORT AND ACCESS AiT OBJECT AT ALT STORE 

LOCATION AND OUTPUT ALT_OBJECTTO GRAPHICS sUPPO 

DISPLAY AL T _OBJECT AND DISPLAY ALT _ TEXT 

582 
RETURN 

4 

576 

578 

580 

584 

IF WORKSTATION PRORLE INCLUDES RE-QUIRED GRAPHICS SUPPORT, 
THEN OUTPUT DATA STRING TO GRAPHICS-SUPPORT AND ACCESS OBJE 

AT STORE LOCATION AND OUTPUT OBJECT TO GRAPHICS SUPPORT 

586 
DISPLAY OBJECT (POPULATlON.GPH) AND DISPLAY RUNTEXT 

588 
RETURN 
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FIG. 80 
1001

-. . 

File Index .lll5 object offset 
name value 

Link Description Tags IkJesc table' 013A 
Book Text with Tags 'booklext' 0583 
Inti Animation Object 'familY dip.anm' 3000 
Inf Audio Object . 'trumpet.aud' 4000 
Inti G~hics Object '~pulation.gph' 5000 new 

add~lnr 2nd Ed. Animation Object 'amily_2nd.anm' ~ name 

link Description Tags 1QZ 
12 :LDESC ID=eleph_movie OBJTYPE=video 

lJ OBJECT = 'family clip. vid' 
STORE=extemru 

o 

DATA='video.exe \ CD VIDEO File Format AI 
RUNTEXT ='African Elephant Family Video' 
AUTOLAUNCH=no 
VIEW=center new STYLE=2 

changed --+- AL T OBJECT = 'family' 2nd.anm' .......... name 
ALT-STORE=internm 

optional change --+-
optional change --+-

ALT-DATA='\Animation; 150 frames; BIW bitmap' 
AL T:TEXT ='New African Elephant Family Animation' 
AL T _TEXT2='Video not available' . . 

Book Text with Tags 1M (Fig. 1b) 
Internal Animation Object 1M (Fig.lc) (100 frames) 
Internal Audio Object 100 (Fig.1d) 
Internal Graphics Object ill (Fig.le) 

added..f Internal 2nd Edition Animation Object ill (150 frames) 
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FIG.8b 
100"\ 

AlelndexW object 
name 

link Description Tags 'Idesc table' 
Book Text with Ta~s 'booklext' 
Int' 2nd Ed. Anima 'on Object 'familY_clip.anm' 
Int' Audio Object 'trump.et.aud' 
Inf Graphics Object 'population.gph' 

Link Description Tags 1Q2 
:LDESC ID=eleph_movie OBJTYPE=video 

OBJeCT = 'family clip.vid' 
STORE=exlemru 

offset 
value 
013A 
0583 
3000 
4500 
5500 

DATA='video.exe \ CD VIDEO File Format A' 
RUNTEXT ='African Elephant Family Video' 
AUTOLAUNCH=no 
VIEW=center 
STYLE=2 

no change --+- AL T _OBJECT := 'family' clip.anm' 
AL T STORE=lntemar -

same 
name 
~ 

optional change --.. 
optional change --.. 

ALT-DAT A= '\ Animation; 150 frames; BIW bitmaP,' 
ALT=TEXT ='New African Elephant Family Animation' 
ALT _TEXT2='Video not available' . . 

Book Text with Tags 10.4 (Fig.1b) 

stft~~~.../ Internal 2nd Edition Animation Object ill (150 frames) 
Internal Audio Object .lim (Fig. 1d) 
Internal Graphics Object 110 (Fig. 1e) 

12 o 
lJ 
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FIG.8e 
~ r I LOAD UPDATE FILE CONTAINING NEW OBJECT I 

802 800 

804~ + 
CHECK PRESENCE OF EXISTING EDITION OF BOOK FILE 100 

. ON READIWRITE MEDIUM (EG DASD 2OS) 

80S, J 
IDENTIFY NAME OF EXISTING INTERNAL OBJECT TO BE UPDATED IN BOOK FilE 

808_~ • GET LOCATION OFFSET OF EXISTING OBJECT FROM FILE INDEX 105 

810~ t 
IF UPDATE IS TO ADD NEW OBJECT AND KEEP EXISTING OBJECT (FIG. SA) 

THEN WRITE NEW OBJECT AT END OF BOOK FilE 100 USING NEW OBJECT NAME 
AND WRITE NEW OBJECT NAME AND ITS OFFSET INTO FilE INDEX 105 

AND RETURN 

812~ + 
ELSE UPDATE IS TO REPLACE EXISTING OBJECT WITH NEW OBJECT (FIG. 8B) 

8i4_~ + 
IF NEW OBJECT IS NOT LARGER THAN EXISTING OBJECT 

THEN OVERWRITE EXISTING OBJECT WITH NEW OBJECT IN BOOK FilE 100 
(NO CHANGE TO NAME OR OFFSET IN FilE INDEX 105) 

ANDRETUAN 

816~ + 
ELSE NEW OBJECT IS LARGER THAN EXISTING OBJECT 

818, t 
OVERWRITE EXISTING OBJECT WITH NEW OBJECT IN BOOK FILE 100 

(NO CHANGE TO NAME OR OFFSET OF NEW OBJECT IN FilE INDEX 105) 
AND REPOSITION REMAINING OBJECTS IN BOOK FilE 100 

AND INCREMENT THEIR OFFSETS IN FilE INDEX 105 
AND "RETURN 
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2 
representation and presentation of multimedia objects 
are not constrained by the mechanism that invokes the 
link from the book to the object. 

DATA PROCESSING MEI'HOD TO PROVIDE A 
GENERALIZED LINK FROM A REFERENCE 

POINT IN AN ON·LINE BOOK TO AN 
ARBITRARY MULTIMEDIA OBJECf WHICH 

CAN BE DYNAMICALLY UPDATED 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

It is a further object of the invention to provide an 
5 improved softcopy book reading method which enables 

the easy updating of multimedia objects contained in the 
book, to new editions. 

1. Technical Field SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
The invention disclosed broadly relates to data pro- 10 These and other objects, features and advantages are 

cessing and more particularly relates to the display of provided by the invention disclosed herein. A method, 
multimedia presentations from an on-line book. program and data processing system are disclosed, for 

2. Background Art providing a generalized link from a reference point 
Large, softcopy documents have been stored in data within an organized hierarchy of a formatted text 

processing systems for later retrieval and display. The 15 stream in an on-line book, to an arbitrary type multime-
retrieval of documents using a computer has been a dia object. The method begins by storing a formatted 
prominent application in both business and library sci- text stream in the data processing system. The format-
ence. However, the presentation oflarge, softcopy doc- ted text stream includes a link description which con-
uments for display on a monitor screen, has been in a tains multimedia type information, object location infor-
serial, page-by-page format. The page-by-page presen- 20 mation and multimedia control information for a target 
tation has made the on-line review of large, softcopy multimedia object. The formatted text stream further 
documents a slow and inefficient operation. To solve includes a link tag associated with the link description, 
this problem of page-by-page presentation, softcopy which identifies a source location in the formatted text 
book reading programs have been devised. For exam- stream from which a link is established to the target 
pIe, the IBM BookManager (TM) READ program 25 
helps the user manage, search and look at on-line books. multimedia object. 
There are two complementary BookManager products, The method continues by storing the multimedia 
BookManager BUILD creates on-line books from fIles object in the data processing system at a location identi-
marked-up with Generalized Markup Language. The tied by the location information, the object including 
BookManager READ product can then manage, search 30 multimedia data representing a multimedia presenta-
and show the on-line books created by BookManager tion. The method then continues by storing a multime-
BUILD. The BookManager READ program product is dia handler program in the data processing system, the 
described in the IBM publication "BookManager (TM) handler program controlling operations of a multimedia 
READ, Displaying On-Line Books," pUblication num- output device characterized by the multimedia type 
ber SC23-0449-O, February 1989. The BookManager 35 information. 
BUILD program product is described in the IBM publi- The method then continues by displaying the format-
cation "BookManager (TM) BUILD-Preparing On- ted text stream in the data processing system. The 
Line Books," publication number SC23-0450-0, Febru- method then continues by activating the link tag in the 
ary 1989. These books are available from IBM branch data processing system and in response thereto, trans-
offices. 40 ferring from the link description to the multimedia han-

Conventional softcopy book reading programs typi- dler program the multimedia control information. The 
cally display the pages of the softcopy book on a con- method then continues by executing the multimedia 
ventional monitor display screen. Multimedia presenta- handler program using the control information and in 
tion formats such as audio presentation., video presenta- response thereto, transferring from the location identi-
tion, sequential image animation presentation, and the 45 tied by the location information to the multimedia out-
like have not been considered a part of the presentation put device, the multimedia data from the multimedia 
format which can be included and displayed in softcopy object. The method concludes by producing the multi-
on-line books. Among the problems confronting the media presentation with the multimedia output device 
prior art which have prohibited the provision of multi- using the multimedia data from the multimedia object. 
media presentation from on-line books is the lack of 50 Multimedia objects may be represented by data sepa-
standardization in multimedia output devices and soft- rate from the book or they may be encapsulated within 
ware drivers. This is due in part to the rapid rate of the book. A description of the link is encoded in the 
development of new multimedia output devices and it is 
further due in part to a lack of organized standards in softcopy book, which includes information about the 
the industry. 55 type and location of the multimedia object to be refer

enced, and which includes multimedia control informa
tion. The softcopy book reading program embodying 
the method, invokes the appropriate multimedia han
dler program to support the presentation of the multi
media object. The nature, representation and presenta
tion of the multimedia object are not constrained by the 
mechanism that invokes the link. 

OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION 

It is therefore an object of the invention to provide an 
improved softcopy book reading method. 

It is another object of the invention to provide an 60 
improved softcopy book reading method capable of 
multimedia presentations. 

It is still a further object of the invention to provide 
an improved softcopy book reading method which 
provides generalized links to arbitrary multimedia ob- 65 
jects. 

It is still a further object to provide an improved 
softcopy book reading method wherein the nature, 

Many different kinds of multimedia objects can be 
linked into a softcopy book. Multimedia objects such as 
high resolution, photographic quality graphics, motion 
video, or sound can be supported by the invention. In 
addition, other functions which can be included in an 
expanded definition of multimedia, can also be pres-
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ented, such as a spread sheet, or an engineering diagram 
using a computer aided design data base. 

The author of a softcopy book can specify several 
types of multimedia presentation and the method of the 
invention selects the type which is compatible with the 5 
hardware available in the workstation where the book is 
read. 

An additional feature of the invention is the ability to 
dynamically update the softcopy book to new editions 
with new multimedia presentations. 10 

The resulting data processing method provides a 
generalized link from a reference point in a softcopy, 
on-line book to an arbitrary multimedia object, which 
accommodates a variety of multimedia hardware and 
updating of books to new editions. 15 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and other objects, features and advantages will 
be more fully appreciated with reference to the accom-
panyingfigures. 20 

FIG. 1 is an organizational diagram of a softcopy 
book fIle 100. 

FIG. la illustrates the link description tags 102 in the 
softcopy book file of FIG. 1. 

FIG. Ib illustrates the softcopy book text with tags 25 
104 in the softcopy book file of FIG. 1. 

FIG. Ie illustrates the internal animation object 106 in 
the softcopy book file of FIG. 1. 

FIG. Id illustrates the internal audio object 108 in the 
softcopy book fIle of FIG. 1. 30 

FIG. Ie illustrates the iilternal graphics object 110 in 
the softcopy book file of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 2 illustrates the external video object 195. 
FIG. 3a illustrates the relationship between the bit 

mapped frames in an animation sequence format and the 35 
corresponding displayed appearance of the frames. 

FIG. 3b illustrates how a sampled analog sound signal 
is converted into audio data for an audio object. 

FIG. 3e illustrates the relationship between displayed 
graphics and the graphics data which generates the 40 
display. 

FIG. 4 is an architectural diagram of an example 
workstation for displaying a softcopy book using the 
method of invention. 

FIG. 5 illustrates a user's workstation profile which 45 
characterizes the workstation of FIG. 4. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a flow diagram of the softcopy book 
READ program in accordance with the method of the 
invention. 

FIG. 7a illustrates an example video handler program 50 
in accordance with the invention. 

FIG. 7b illustrates a flow diagram of an audio handler 
program in accordance with the invention. 

FIG. 7e illustrates a flow diagram of a graphics han-
dler program in accordance with the invention. 55 

FIG. Sa illustrates the softcopy book file 100' with 
the addition of a new internal object. 

FIG. 8b illustrates the softcopy book file 100" with 
the substitution of a new internal object. 

FIG. 8c illustrates a flow diagram of a method for 60 
updating the book file to a new edition. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The above referenced IBM publications describing 65 
BookManager BUILD and BookManager READ pro
gram products, describe the principles of operation of a 
softcopy book reading program whose presentation 

format primarily displays on a monitor display screen. 
Additional background description of the Book
Manager product can be found in the following IBM 
patent applications: 

Abandoned U.S. patent application Ser. No. 317,248, 
filed Feb. 20, 1989, entitled "A Method for Dis
playing On-Line Information," by E. Cassorla, et 
al., assigned to the IBM Corporation and incorpo
rated herein by reference. 

Copending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 486,461, 
filed Feb. 28, 1990 entitled "a Method for Associat
ing Annotation With Electronic Books," by J. 
DeVries, et al., assigned to the IBM Corporation 
and incorporated herein by reference. 

Copending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 546,334, 
filed Jun. 29, 1990, entitled "Structured Document 
Tags Invoking Specialized Functions," by N. 
Sabia, et al., assigned to the IBM Corporation and 
incorporated herein by reference. 

The BookManager BUILD and BookManager 
READ program products use on-line, softcopy books 
which are formatted using the Generalized Markup 
Language (GML) described in the following two IBM 
publications: 

"IBM BookMaster-Text Programmers 
Notebook-Release 3.0," publication number 
SC34-5012-02, September 1990 and "IBM Book
Master-Users Guide-Release 3.0," pUblication 
number SC34-5009-03, September 1990. Both of 
these IBM BookMaster publications are available 
through IBM branch offices. 

An understanding of the invention disclosed herein 
requires a basic knowledge of the concept of hypertext 
links. The link tags described herein specify hypertext 
links which are created within on-line documents and 
between on-line documents. Using the GML described 
in the above referenced BookMaster publications, new 
tags and concepts described herein enable the creation 
of hypertext links within and between on-line docu
ments. In accordance with the invention disclosed 
herein, those hypertext links are improved to represent 
and present multimedia objects in a manner which is not 
constrained by any mechanism which invokes the link. 

Hypertext links connect elements in one part of an 
on-line document to elements in another part of the 
same document or in a separate on-line document or in 
an external file or data base. Links can be thought of as 
similar to cross-references in a printed document. For 
example, while reading about a topic in an encyclope
dia, the reader may come across a reference to another 
topic. The reader of the hardcopy book will place a 
finger on the page that references the topic and will turn 
back to the new referenced page. The reader has just 
created a link from one part of the hardcopy document 
to another. 

In printed documents, a reader turns to related infor
mation. In an on-line softcopy document, the Book
Manager program creates a link to related information, 
and the on-line reader can then display that information. 
The way a reader selects a reference for BookManager 
to display can be by using a pointing device such as a 
mouse to activate a link tag in the displayed text. A 
previously stored address pointer relates the link tag to 
the target portion of the document to which the link tag 
refers. The target may also be another document. 

An author-defined link is created by the book's au
thor to establish a relationship between a source loca
tion within the softcopy text and a target location 
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within the same text or the text in another softcopy 
book. The author will place a link tag in the location of 
the softcopy book which is the source or referencing 
location. Then the author will include a link description 
tag at the beginning of the softcopy book, which de- 5 
scribes the information necessary to create a link from 
the source link tag to the target location. 

The BookMaster tags are improved upon, in accor
dance with the invention, to provide a new multimedia 
link description tag LDESC in the prologue of the 10 
document, which is defined as follows: 

:LDESC 
ID=name 
DOCID=name 
OBJECT =object-name 
OBJTYPE=object-type 
DATA='string' 
AUTOLAUNCH= YES/N-.Q/seconds/ 
'lid + nnnnn' 
VIEW=FULL/TOP/MID/BOT/CENTERI 
RIGHTILEFT/ 
/TOPR/TOPL/MIDL~RI 

BOTL/BOTR/REPLACE 
STYLE=O/1/2/3/4 
ALTTEXT='string' 
STORE = INTERNAL/EXTERNAL 
RUNTEXT='string' 
ALT-OBJECT=object-name 
ALT-STORE=INTERNAL/EXTERNAL 
ALT-DATA='string' 

15 

20 

25 

ALT-TEXT2='string' 
------~~--------~-----------------30 

The new LDESC tag describes the multimedia object 
the author wants BookManager to create a link to, 
where: 

10 = name 35 
Specifies the name to be used for references to the 

LDESC tag. This attribute is required. 
DOCID=name 
For interdocument links, refers to the DOCDESC of 

the document the author wants to link to. 40 
Note: This attribute is not used for intradocument 

links. It is only necessary to identify a link from the 
author's document to another document. 

OBJECT = object-name 
Refers to the first, primary multimedia element the 45 

author wants to create a link to. The object-name is 
the name of the multimedia element (for example, 
the name of a video, audio or animation object). 

OBJTYPE=object-type 
Identifies the type of information the author wants to 50 

create a link to. The object-type can be one of the 
following values: 

PROGRAM/ANIMA TION/VIDEO/ AUDIO/
GRAPHIC/IMAGE 

Multimedia information. Access to these types of 55 
information depends on the capabilities of the 
user's installation. 

'OTHER category' 
OTHER is for future categories of multimedia ob

jects. Values for category depend on the capabili- 60 
ties of the user's installation. 

HEAD 
A section with a heading, as defmed by BookMaster 

heading tags or heading equivalents. If the OBJ-
TYPE attribute is omitted, HEAD is assumed. 65 

BOOK 
For interdocument links, an entire book. Here the 

DOCID is used instead of the OBJECT attribute to 

6 
tell BookManager what link to create. This value is 
not used for intradocument links. 

FIG/T ABLE/QUES/ ANS 
A figure, table, question, or answer. 
STEP /CI/LI/SPOT 
A step, component item, list item, or spot. 
OAT A= 'string' 
Lets the author pass data to multimedia object han

dler programs for the first, primary element. For 
example, string may be parameters to create a link 
to an animation sequence. Values for string depend 
on the capabilities of the user's installation. 

AUTOLAUNCH 
Defmes how to invoke or launch the multimedia link. 
YES 
Automatically launch link first time page appears. 
NO 
Launch link only upon explicit selection. seconds 
Launch link nnn seconds after screen display. lin-

kid + nnnn 
Launch link nnn seconds after a certain link (also 

associated with this spot) is invoked. 
VIEW 
Where to put the new link. The positioning is the 

same as the VIEW attribute of the :SCREEN tag 
with the addition of REPLACE. 

REPLACE 
Use the same space as the link for the application 

window. 
STYLE=O/l/2/3/4 
What style to show the link. 
o Invisible 
I Highlight 
2 Frame Type 1 
3 Frame Type 2 
4 Pushbutton 
ALITEXT 
Text to provide if fIrSt, primary element's link cannot 

be traversed. 
STORE 
Store fust, primary link object internally or exter

nally from book file. 
RUNTEXT 
Optional text to provide during presentation of first, 

primary element. 
ALT-OBJECT = name 
Refers to the alternate multimedia element the author 

wants to create a link to if the first, primary multi
media object is not available. Air-abject-name is 
the name of the alternate element (for example, the 
name of an alternate video, audio, or animation 
object). 

ALT-STORE 
Store alternate link object internally or externally 

from book file. 
ALT-DATA = 'string' 
Lets the author pass data to multimedia object han

dler programs for the alternate element. For exam
ple, string may be parameters to create a link to an 
animation sequence. Values for string depend on 
the capabilities of the user's installation. 

AL T -TEXT2= 'string' 
Text to provide if both the primary and the alternate 

inks cannot be traversed. 
The BookMaster GML tag set also includes the link 

tag :L. The link tag is used to specify a word or phrase 
that the author wishes to create a source link from. The 
link tag and the LID attribute identifies the link descrip-
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tor LDESC tag that specifies a link. The link tag L does 
not generate any text for on-line documents. 

The link L tag and its attribute are: 

8 
FIG. Ie shows an internal animation object 106 which is 
a sequence of 100 individual bit maps 180, 180a, 180b, 
180c, through 180i. The internal animation object 106 
has an object name 'family_clip.anm' and represents a :L LID=name 

where: 
LID = name 

5 motion picture in a bit map animation sequence, of an 
Mrican elephant family. 

Refers to the link descriptor tag LDESC that is to be 
associated with the word or phrase associated with the 
link tag :L and its end tag :eL. Multiple LID values can 
be specified. The text enclosed by the link tag :L and its 10 
end tag eL can include other tags and link tags can be 
nested. 

Author-defmed interdocument links are links which 
the author may specify between documents. They are 
specified with the same tags used for other types of 15 
links: 

DOCDESC is the document descriptor tag in the 
prologue of the document which the author uses to 
create a link from, and it identifies the document that 
contains the information the author wishes to create a 20 
link to. 

LDESC is the link tag which identifies the informa
tion that the author wishes to create a link to that fol
lows the DOCDESC tag in the prologue of the soft
copy document, and must have a DOCID attribute that 25 
points to the DOCDESC tag. 

The link tag :L and its matching end tag :eL enclose 
a word or phrase in the body of the document that the 
author wants to create a link from. The LID attribute 
refers to one or more LDESC document link tags. 30 

Turning now to FIG. 1, the softcopy book file 100 is 
shown which includes the link description tags 102 
shown in greater detail in FIG. la, the book text with 
tags 104 shown in greater detail in FIG.lb, the internal 
animation object 106 shown in greater detail in FIG. Ie, 35 
the internal audio object 108 shown in greater detail in 
FIG. Id, and the internal graphics object 110 shown in 
greater detail in FIG. Ie. The location of the link de
scription tags, book text and internal objects is identified 
in the file index 105 which stores the location offset 40 
values for each in the book file 100. 

In FIG. la, the link description tags 102 include three 
tags. A first tag 120 for a video object type, a second tag 
140 for an audio object type, and a third tag 150 for a 
graphic object type. 45 

FIG. Ib shows the book text with tags 104. The soft
copy book text includes a first portion 160 which is a 
heading denoted by :Hl. The second section 162 is a 
paragraph denoted by :P. 

The third section 164 is a multimedia hypertext link 50 
denoted by the beginning tag :L and the ending tag :eL. 
The link identification LID=elepLmovie for the link 
164, relates the tag 164 to the link descriptor tag 120 of 
FIG.la. . 

Continuing in FIG. Ib, the portion 166 is a paragraph, 55 
as denoted by the tag :P. The portion 168 is another 
hypertext multimedia link, as denoted by the begin tag 
:L and the end tag :eL. The link identifier LID=el
plLsound for the link 168, relates it to the link descrip-
tor tag 140 in FIG. la. 60 

In FIG. Ib, the portion 170 is a paragraph as denoted 
by the tag :P. The portion 172 is another hypertext 
multimedia link, as denoted by the begin tag :L and the 
corresponding end tag :eL. The link identification LID
pop_graphic for the link 172 relates it to the link de- 65 
scriptor tag 150 in FIG. la. 

Returning to the softcopy book text of FIG. Ib, the 
portion 174 is a paragraph as denoted by the tag :P. 

FIG. Idis an internal audio object 108 which includes 
the audio data 184. The Object has the name 'trumpet
.aud'. FIG. Ie is an internal graphics object 110 which 
includes the graphic data 190. The object 110 has an 
object name 'population.gph'. 

FIG. 2 shows an external video object 195, which can 
be a compact disk (CD) video file in a standard format 
referred to as Format A. The external video object 195 
can represent an African elephant family in a raster 
video format. The softcopy book file 100 of FIG. 1 can 
be stored on a magnetic diskette on the DASD 206 or it 
can be stored on a compact disk as a separate file from 
the external video object 195 which would be stored as 
its own file on the same compact disk. Alternately, the 
external video object 195 can be stored in another stor-
age medium separate from that for the softcopy book 
file 100. If the video object 195 of FIG. 2 were an inter
nal object, it would be encapsulated as a part of the 
softcopy book file 100, in a manner similar to the incor
poration of internal object 106, 108 or 110 in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3a shows the bit map frames in animation se-
quence format for the internal animation object 106 of 
FIG. Ie. FIG. 3a shows the relationship between each 
respective bit mapped frame 180a, for example, and its 
corresponding displayed appearance 180a' as it would 
be displayed on a monitor display screen. The displayed 
appearances 180a', 180b', 180c' through 180i' corre
spond respectively to the bit maps 180a, 180b, 180c 
through 180i in FIG. 3a. 

FIG. 3b shows an example of how the 1/0 data 184 in 
the internal audio object 108 of FIG. Id, can be gener
ated from a sampled analog sound signal 184'. The ex-
ample shown in FIG. 3b makes use of simple pulse 
height modulation to characterize each sampled analog 
amplitude in a signal 184' as a one out of 16 value, repre-
sented as a four binary bit expression in the audio data 
184. A digitized value of each sample of the sound sig
nal can then be stored as the audio data 184 in the inter
nal audio object 108 of FIG. lel. 

FIG. 3c shows the relationship between the displayed 
graphics 190' and the graphics data 190 which repre
sents the displayed graphic 190'. The graphics 190 is 
contained in the internal graphics object 110 of FIG. Ie. 
The displayed graphics 190' of FIG. 3c shows a graph 
with vertical and horizontal lines, vertical bars, and 
alphanumeric strings E04, E14, and E12, for example. 
The graphics data 190 is one example of the representa
tion of shapes by geometric elements expressed as stan
dard shapes and located at points on a Cartesian coordi
nate system. One standard for the representation of 
graphics objects is by the graphics object content archi
tecture (GOCA) which is described in the IBM publica
tion SC31-6804, which is available from IBM branch 
offices. 

FIG. 4 illustrates a workstation for displaying a soft
copy book, in accordance with the invention. The 
workstation 200 includes the bus 202 which intercon-
nects the CPU 204, DASD 206, display and keyboard 
adapter 208, local area network (LAN) 210, video 
adapter 212, audio adapter 214, mouse adapter 216, and 
the memory 220. The video adapter 212 can be con
nected to a video storage device such as a compact disk 
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10 
or a video tape device which can be both written to as "AUDIO-DATA.DVR." This driver enables an audio 
well as read from. The audio adapter 214 can be con- object such as the internal audio object 108 in FIG. Ib, 
nected to a high fidelity sound reproduction device. to have its audio data transferred to the stereo high fi 
The memory 220 includes an I/O profile buffer 230, a hardware for the audio presentation. The workstation 
book file buffer 232, a link buffer 234, a page buffer 236, 5 profile 300 provides similar types of information for a 
and a display buffer 238. Also stored in the memory 220 variety of multimedia hardware which may be con-
is the softcopy book READ program 400 of FIG. 6, the nected to the workstation 200, for respective multime-
I/O handler programs 500, 530 and 560 of FIGS. 7a, 7b dia presentations from multimedia objects linked from 
and 7c, respectively, and the drivers and operating sys- the softcopy book text 104 of FIG. lb. The profile can 
tem 590. The CPU 204 of FIG. 4, executes the instruc- 10 be changed as multimedia hardware and drivers are 
tions embodied in the program 400 and in the handler changed. 
programs 500, 530 and 560, in accordance with the FIG. 6 is a flow diagram of the softcopy book READ 
invention. program 400, in accordance with the invention. The 

The I/O profile buffer 230 in the memory 220, stores program resides in a partition of the memory 220 of the 
the user's workstation profile 300 shown in FIG. s. The 15 workstation in FIG. 4, or alternately in the memory of 
book file buffer 232 stores the softcopy book file 100 a host processor in a host data processing system. The 
which includes the link description 102, the book text program 400 of FIG. 6 begins with step 402 which loads 
with tags 104, the internal animation object 106, the the user's workstation profile 300, shown in FIG. 5. The 
internal audio object 108, and the internal graphics profile is loaded into the I/O profile buffer 230 of the 
object 110. The link buffer 234 stores the link descrip- 20 memory 220. Then in step 404, the book fIle 100 of FIG. 
tion tags 102 of FIG. 1a. The page buffer 236 stores the 1 is loaded into the book file buffer 232 of the memory 
page of book text 104 shown in FIG. lb. The display 220. Then in step 406, the link description tags 102 of 
buffer 238 stores the resulting picture displayed on the FIG. 1a are loaded into the link buffer 234 of the mem-
monitor display screen 208. Currently, the graphics 190' ory 220. Then in step 408, a new page from the softcopy 
and the text 174' are shown in the display buffer 238 of 25 book text 104 in FIG. Ib is loaded, into the page buffer 
FIG. 4. 236 of the memory 220. This begins a loop which ex-

The softcopy book file 100 can be downloaded from tends from step 408 down through step 420. In step 410, 
a host through the LAN interface 210 to the worksta- the page of text from the softcopy book is displayed on 
tion 200, or alternately it can be loaded from a diskette the display 208. The softcopy book READ program 
on the DASD 206. Alternately, if the video adapter 212 30 400 operates on the book text and its tags in the page 
is connected to a compact disk player, the book fIle 100 buffer 236 and constructs the memory image of the 
can be read from the compact disk player through the picture to be displayed, which is stored in the display 
adapter 212. buffer 238 of the memory 220. In step 412, the link tags 

It is within the scope of the invention that the archi- are located in the softcopy book text. In particular, the 
tecture of FIG. 4 can represent a host data processing 35 link tags 164, 168 and 172 in the book text ofFIG.1b are 
system or alternately a self-contained, portable data located. Then in step 414, a determination is made as to 
processor such as a laptop or palm top personal com- whether any link tags have a link description with the 
puter. AUTO LAUNCH parameter equaling "yes" in the cor-

FIG. 5 depicts the user's workstation profile 300, responding link descriptor tag. Reference to the link 
which characterizes the input and output devices which 40 description tag 102 in FIG. 1a will show that the first 
are available to the workstation 200 in FIG. 4. The link_ description tag 120 has AUTOLAUNCH equal to 
profIle 300 include8-the hardware types for a particular no, the second link tag 140 has AUTO LAUNCH equal 
I/O function, characteristics for each hardware type, to no. However, the third link tag 150 has AUTO-
and the software drivers which enable the application LAUNCH equal to yes. The link descriptor tag 150 is 
programs and I/O handler programs to interact with 45 for a graphic object type, and refers to the internal 
the particular I/O hardware or software. For example, graphics object 110 of FIG. Ie. In step 416 of FIG. 6, if 
if the I/O function is audio, the user's workstation pro- an AUTOLAUNCH parameter is equal to "yes," then 
fIle 300 shows that there is a stereo high fi connected the program gets the DATA string from the link de-
through the audio adapter 214 to the workstation 200. scription. Reference to FIG. la will show that the link 
The workstation profIle 300 further describes that the 50 description tag 150 has the DATA='graph.exe \ 
stereo high fi hardware has, among its other character- GOCA Format C'. Then in step 418 of FIG. 6, the 
istics, a frequency response of 20 to 20000 Hertz and it program outputs the data string to start the execution of 
can handle delta mod data in FORMAT B. Still further, the I/O handler program specified in the string. This is 
the workstation fIle 300 shows that there are three soft- followed by the step 418 going to step 420. With refer-
ware drivers available for producing an audio output. 55 ence to the graphic object type link descriptor 150 of 
The first software driver is "CD---.AUDIO.DVR" FIG. la, the string 'graph.exe \. GOCA Format C' is 
which is a software driver which enables an audio ob- output by the softcopy book READ program 400 to 
ject stored on a compact disk player which may be begin execution of the specified I/O handler program, 
connected through the video adapter 212, for example, namely graph.exe, whose flow diagram is shown in 
to transfer the audio data from the audio object to the 60 FIG. 7c. A discussion of the graphics handler program 
stereo high fi to produce the audio presentation. The of FIG. 7c will take place below. 
second software driver for the audio I/O function is The softcopy book READ program ofthe flow dia-
''TAPE---.AUDIO.DVR.'' This audio driver enables an gram of FIG. 6 proceeds to step 420, which waits for 
audio object stored on a tape drive, such as can be con- the mouse pointer to activate a link tag in the displayed 
nected through a suitable adapter to the bus 202, to 65 portion of the softcopy book, or alternately until a new 
output audio data from the audio object stored thereon page is requested by the user. If a new page is requested, 
to the stereo high fi for the audio presentation. The the flow proceeds back to step 408. However, if the 
third software driver for the audio I/O function is mouse pointer or other pointing device activates a link 
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tag, such as the link tag 164 of the book text of FIG. Ib, characteristics of CD video Format A. In step 508 of 
then the program proceeds to step 422 which confirms the video handler program of FIG. 7a, it is determined 
that there are link tags activated by the pointer. Then in whether the workstation profIle includes the required 
step 424, since link tags have been confirmed as having video support. Since the profIle 300 indicates that the 
been activated by the pointer, the softcopy book READ 5 support is present in the workstation 200, the flow pro-
program 400 gets the DATA string from the corre- ceeds to step 524 which outputs the DATA string 'CD 
sponding link descriptor in the link buffer 234, as de- Video File Format A' and other control information 
picted in FIG. la. In the case of the mouse pointer necessary for the playing of the video information from 
activating the link 164 of the book text of FIG. Ib, the the compact disk player which is connected through the 
link ID for link 164 is LID=eleph--Illovie, which is the 10 video adapter 212 to the workstation and the presenta-
link ID specified by the link descriptor tag 120 of FIG. tion of the resulting motion picture on the display 208 at 
la. The data for the link descriptor tag 120 is 'video.exe the workstation. Step 524 accesses the necessary data 

CD Video File Format A'. Step 424 of the flow from the external video object 195 of FIG. 2 as specified 
diagram of FIG. 6 gets that DATA string and outputs it by the object name 'family_clip.vid', which is the fIle 
in step 426 to start the execution of the I/O handler 15 handle for the video object 195 on the compact disk 
program specified in the string. Then step 426 goes to device, and the STORE=external parameters in the 
step 420. The string 'video.exe CD Video File For- link descriptor 120 of FIG. la. The data from the object 
mat A' specifies the I/O handler program video.exe, is transferred to the software driver CD_ VI-
whose flow diagram is shown in FIG. 7a. A discussion DEO.DVR, specified in the workstation profIle 300, 
of the video handler program of FIG. 7a will be con- 20 and the software driver controls the presentation of the 
ducted below. motion picture received from the video adapter 212 for 

After the completion of the I/O handler program display on the display 208. Step 526 of FIG. 7a displays 
whose execution was started as a result of step 426 of the CD video on the display 208. In addition, a text 
the flow diagram of FIG. 6, the flow proceeds back to defined by the author can also be displayed at this time, 
step 420 to wait for another mouse pointer to activate a 25 as is specified by the RUNTEXT parameter in the link 
link tag or alternately to wait until a new page is re- descriptor 120. In this case, the link descriptor provides 
quested by the user. In step 428, if there is no pointer RUNTEXT='African elephant family video' and this 
activation or new tag requested, then the flow continues string will also be displayed at the time the video is 
to loop back to step 420. displayed on the display 208. 

The video handler program whose flow diagram is 30 In accordance with the invention, if the workstation 
shown in FIG. 7a, will now be described. In step 502, 200 does not have a compact disk video display capabil-
the softcopy book READ program 400 outputs the ity either because it does not have the adequate hard-
DATA string, and this step 562 corresponds to either ware or the hardware does not have the author's speci-
step 418 or step 426 of the softcopy book READ pro- tied characteristics or alternately if the software drivers 
gram 400 of FIG. 6. In the example of activating the 35 are not adequate for providing video display presenta-
link tag 164 in the softcopy book text 104 of FIG. Ib, tions, then the video handler program of FIG. 7a pro-
this is the link to initiate the multimedia video display of ceeds from the determination step 508 to step 510 where 
a motion picture of an African elephant family. As was it has been determined that there is no video support at 
previously described, the softcopy book READ pro- this workstation. It is then determined whether the 
gram 400 outputs the DATA string 'video.exe '" CD 40 book fIle 100 has provided an alternate object to be 
Video File Format A' and the specification of the video displayed. The link descriptor 120 is examined to deter-
handler program name video.exe begins the video han- mine if the parameter AL T _OBJECT is present. If the 
dler program 500 in step 504 of FIG. 7a. The video author has provided an alternate object to be presented 
handler program then commences with step 506 to instead of the video display, then that alternate object 
parse the DATA string to identify the video hard- 45 will be identified as is shown in FIG. la as ALT_OB-
ware/software support required by the author of the JECT='family_clip.anm', which is the name of the 
book text 104. At the time the author wrote the soft- alternate to be displayed. Link descriptor 120 also pro-
copy book, he had in mind the use of multimedia dis- vides ALT_STORE=internal, which indicates that 
plays to amplify the descriptions in this text. The author the alternate object is stored within the book fIle 100, at 
in this case has chosen a video display of an African 50 a location specified by the fIle index 105. In step 512 of 
elephant family to "provide a motion picture presenta- the flow diagram of FIG. 7a, if there is no alternate 
tion, which is stored outside of the book fIle 100. The object provided in the link descriptor 120, then an alter-
author recognized that not all user workstations will nate text ALT _ TEXT2 is displayed, which is provided 
include a video display capability, and therefore the in link descriptor 120 as ALT_TEXT2='Video not 
author provided an alternate motion picture option 55 available'. Then the flow diagram returns to the main 
which will be a sequential bit map animation display, program. However, in step 512, if there is an alternate 
which is stored internally within the book ftle 100, and object, as is the case for link descriptor 120, then the 
which will be described below. For the video display ALT-DATA string is accessed from the link descrip-
chosen by the author to accompany his softcopy book tor, in this case the string' '" Animation; 100 frees; B/W 
text, the author chose a compact disk (CD) video with 60 bit map' is accessed and parsed to identify the type of 
a fIle format of A. This specification is included in the video support required. Then in step 516, it is deter-
DATA string provided in the link descriptor 120 of mined that the workstation proftle includes the required 
FIG. la. It will be recalled that in step 402 of the flow video support. In step 518, if there is no support, then 
diagram of FIG. 6, the user's workstation profIle 300 in the alternate text ALT_TEXT2 is displayed which is 
FIG. 5 was loaded into the I/O profIle buffer 230. Ex- 65 'Video not available' and the program returns to the 
amination of the proftle 300 in FIG. 5 will show that the main program. However, in step 518 if the workstation 
workstation 200 in FIG. 4 includes a compact disk does include the required video support, then the video 
video playing capability which includes the playing handler program outputs the ALT-DATA string to 
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the video support and it accesses the ALT_OBJECT which is the internal graphics object 110 in FIG. Ie, 
specified in the link descriptor 120, at the ALT_S- which is a part of the book file 100, is accessed at its 
TORE=internal location which is the offset value internal storage location as specified by the file index 
stored in the file index 105. In this case, the ALT _OB- 105. The data in the object 110 is output to the appropri-
JECT is the internal animation object 106 which is 5 ate graphics support software and the graphics is gener-
stored as a part of the book file 100 and which is shown ated as is shown in FIG. 3c as the graphics 190' which 
in FIG. Ie. The ALT_OBJECT data is then output to is displayed on the display 208. In this case, the object 
the video support and in step 520, the animation for the named 'population.gph' is displayed. Also the associ-
ALT_OBJECT is displayed. In addition, any alternate ated RUNTEXT may be displayed. Then in step 588, 
text specified by the parameter AL T _TEXT in the link 10 the program returns to the main program. 
descriptor 120, is also displayed at that time. In this In FIG. Sc, if there is no graphics support, then it is 
case, ALT_TEXT='African Elephant Family Anima- determined in step 570 if there is an ALT_OBJECT.1f 
tion' is displayed. Then in step 522, the flow returns to there is no ALT_OBJECT, then the ALT_TEXTl is 
the main program. In this manner, the author can pro- displayed, in this case 'Graphics not available'. Alter-
vide for alternate forms of hardware and software mul- 15 nately, if there is an alternate object which the author 
timedia presentations at the time he writes his softcopy has chosen to substitute where the graphics option is not 
book, and the user at the workstation can enjoy an available, then steps 574, 576, 578, 580 and 582 are exe-
animated presentation in either a video format or an cuted in the flow diagram of FIG. 7e, in a manner simi-
animation format, depending on the 1/0 support avail- larto the alternate object handling for the video handler 
able at his workstation. 20 program of FIG. 7a. 

FIG. 7b shows the audio handler program flow dia- Another feature of the invention is the ability to up-
gram 530, which has a similar organization to the video date internal objects stored inside the book file 100. This 
handler program of FIG. 7a. Step 532 corresponds to is an advantage, since a book file which contains all of 
step 418 or step 426 of the softcopy book READ pro- the necessary multimedia objects as internal objects 
gram of FIG. 6. In step 534, the audio handler program 25 within the book, is a more portable unit than those 
530, audio.exe begins, in response to outputting the softcopy books which require accessing other external 
DATA string from the audio link descriptor 140 of multimedia objects. When the author originally wrote 
FIG. la. Then in step 536, the DATA string is parsed to the softcopy book, he had in mind the use of certain 
identify if the required audio hardware and software specific multimedia objects and incorporated at least 
support is present in the workstation. In step 538, if the 30 some of those multimedia objects as internal objects 
workstation profile includes the required audio support, within the book. Later, when the author publishes a 
then the flow proceeds to step 554 and the DATA second edition of the book, some of the multimedia 
string for the audio support is output and the OBJECT objects may be changed or new multimedia objects may 
specified in the link descriptor 140 is accessed at the be added to the second edition. One feature of the in-
STORE = internal location which is the offset value of 35 vention is the ability to add new multimedia objects or 
the object, stored in the fIle index 105. Audio data form to substitute new objects for existing objects contained 
the object is output to the audio support. Then in step within the book fIle 100. Reference to FIG. Sa illus-
556, the object, which in this case is an elephant trumpet trates the addition of a new internal object to the soft-
sound in the object 108, trumpet.aud is played by a high copy book fIle 100'. The internal second edition anima-
fidelity audio reproduction system connected to the 40 tion object 115 is to be added to the book fIle 100, result-
audio adapter 214. At this time a RUNTEXT can also ing in the updated book file 100'. This is accomplished 
be displayed. Then in step 558, the program returns to by the method shown in the flow diagram of FIG. 8c. 
the main program. If in step 538 it is determined that the The method 800 starts with step 802 which loads the 
audio support specified by the author in the data de- update file containing the new object 115. Then in step 
scriptor 140 of FIG. la is not present in this worksta- 45 804, the existing edition of the book file 100 is checked 
tion, then it is determined in step 540 if there is an alter- for its presence at the workstation and its location on a 
nate object. If there is, then the alternate object is han- readlwrite medium such as the DASD 206. Then in 
dIed in a manner similar to that described for the video step 806, the name of the existing internal object to be 
handler program, using steps 542, ~, 546, 548, 5SO and updated is identified in the book file. Then in step 808, 
552. However, if there is no alternate object, then the 50 the location offset is gotten for the existing object from 
ALT_TEXTl string 'Audio not available' is displayed. the file index 105. Then in step 810, if the update is to 

In a similar manner, the graphics handler program of add a new object and to keep the existing object such as 
FIG. Ie provides forthe display of graphics as specified is shown in FIG. Sa, then the new object is written at 
by the link descriptor ISO in FIG. la. In the case of the the end of the book file 100 using a new object name and 
link descriptor ISO, since AUTOLAUNCH= YES, 55 the new object name is written into the fIle index 105 
then as soon as the book text page 104 is displayed along with its new offset location. In order to enable the 
containing the link 172 which has the link ID=pop_ link description tags 102 to link to the new object 115, 
graphic which is the link ID in the link descriptor 150, the link description tag no is changed by changing the 
the link 172 is activated. The graphics handler program ALT_OBJECT parameter to the new name 'family-
of FIG. 7c begins the program graph.exe in step 564 and 60 2nd.anm'. In this manner, when the video handler pro-
the program steps 560 commence. In step 566, the data gram SOO of FIG. 7a accesses the alternate object in step 
string is parsed to identify if the graphic software sup- 518, the newly added internal second edition animation 
port specified by the author in the link descriptor ISO, is object 115 will be accessed because that is the new 
present in this workstation. In this case, the required alternate object name stored in the link description tag 
support is the GOCA Format C characteristic, which 65 no of FIG. 8a. 
the workstation profile 300 indicates is present in the Alternately, FIG. 8b shows the substitution of the 
workstation 200. Therefore, the flow diagram of FIG. new internal object into the softcopy book fIle 100". In 
7c proceeds from step S68 to step S84 and the object the flow diagram of FIG. 8c, in step 812, if the update is 
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to replace the existing object 106 with the new object 
115, then step 814, if the new object 115 is not larger 
than the existing object 106, then the existing object is 
overwritten with the new object in the book file 100 and 
no change is made to the name or offset for the object in 5 
the file index 105. However, in step 816, if the new 
object 115 is larger than the existing object 106, which 
is the case for the example shown in FIG. 8b, then the 
existing object 106 is overwritten by the new object 115 
in the book file 100 and no change is made to the name 10 
or the offset value for the new object in the file index 
105. However, the remaining objects 108 and 110 which 
are internally stored in the book file 100", are reposi
tioned in their location in the book file 100" and the 
offset value for their locations in the file index 105 is 15 
incremented by the difference in the size between the 
new object 115 and the existing object 106. The name of 
the alternate object ALT_OBJECT='Family-clip
anm' in the link description tag 120 of FIG. 8b, is not 
changed, since the new object replaces the old object. 20 
When the video handler program 500 of FIG. 7a ac
cesses the alternate object in step 518, it will use the 
existing alternate object name in the link description tag 
120 and the file index 105 will direct the accessing to the 
new internal object 115. 25 

In this manner, when the author publishes updated 
editions to his softcopy book, which include additional 
or substitutional internal objects, the book file can be 
easily updated to the new edition by means of the 
method set forth in FIG. 8c. 30 

The resulting invention provides a generalized link 
from a reference point within an organized hierarchy of 
text in a softcopy on-line book, to an arbitrary multime
dia object which may be represented by data from an 
internal object within the softcopy book, or alternately 35 
from external files or external data bases. This enables 
multimedia objects such as high resolution photo
graphic quality graphics, motion video, sound or anima
tion to be supported, as specified by the author at the 
time of writing his book. The author may also provide 40 
for alternate multimedia objects to be displayed where 
particular specified multimedia hardware or software is 
not present in a user's workstation. 

Although a specific embodiment of the invention has 
been disclosed, it will be understood by those having 45 
skill in the art that changes can be made to that specific 
embodiment without departing from the spirit and the 
scope of the invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method in a data processing system including a 50 

processor, for providing a link from a reference point 
within a hierarchy of a formatted text stream in an 
on-line book, to a multimedia object, comprising the 
steps of: 

storing a formatted text stream in said data processing 55 
system, said formatted text stream including a link 
description which includes multimedia device-type 
information, object location information and multi
media control information for a target multimedia 
object, said formatted text stream further including 60 
a link tag associated with said link description said 
tag identifying a source location in said formatted 
text stream from which a link is established to said 
target multimedia object; 

storing said multimedia object in said data processing 65 
system at a location identified by said location 
information, said object including multimedia data 
representing a multimedia presentation; 

storing a multimedia handler program in said data 
processing system, said processor controlling oper
ations of a multimedia output device characterized 
by said multimedia device-type information, when 
said processor executes said handler program; 

displaying said formatted text stream in said data 
processing system; 

activating said link tag in said data processing system 
and in response thereto, transferring from said link 
description to said processor, said multimedia con
trol information; 

executing said multimedia handler program in said 
processor using said control information and in 
response thereto, transferring from said location 
identified by said location information to said mul
timedia output device, said multimedia data from 
said multimedia object; 

producing said multimedia presentation with said 
multimedia output device in using said multimedia 
data from said multimedia object; 

said link description includes a first object name, a 
first object location and first device control infor
mation for a first multimedia object and said link 
description further includes a second object name, 
a second object location and second device control 
information for a second device control informa
tion for a second multimedia object; 

(a) determining with said processor executing said 
multimedia handler program whether said multi
media output device is capable of producing said 
multimedia presentation with said first multimedia 
object; 

(b) producing said multimedia presentation with said 
multimedia output device using said multimedia 
data from said first multimedia object, upon deter
mining that said multimedia output device is capa
ble of producing said presentation; 

(c) determining with said processor executing said 
multimedia handler program whether said multi
media output device is capable of producing said 
multimedia presentation with said second multime
dia object upon determining that said multimedia 
output device is not capable of producing said 
presentation with said first object; 

(d) producing said multimedia presentation with said 
multimedia output device using multimedia data 
from said second multimedia object upon determin
ing that said multimedia output device is not capa
ble of producing said presentation with said first 
object. 

2. A method in a data processing system including a 
processor, for providing a link from a reference point 
within a hierarchy of a formatted text stream in an 
on-line book, to a multimedia object, comprising the 
steps of: 

storing a formatted text stream in said data processing 
system, said formatted text stream including a link 
description which includes multimedia device-type 
information, object location information and multi
media control information for a target multimedia 
object, said formatted text stream further including 
a link tag associated with said link description said 
tag identifying a source location in said formatted 
text stream from which a link is established to said 
target multimedia object; 

storing said multimedia object in said data processing 
system at a location identified by said location 
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information, said object including multimedia data 
representing a multimedia presentation; 

storing a multimedia handler program in said data 
processing system, said processor controlling oper
ations of a multimedia output device characterized 5 
by said multimedia device-type information, when 
said processor executes said handler program; 

displaying said formatted text stream in said data 
processing system; 

activating said link tag in said data processing system 10 
and in response thereto, transferring from said link 
description to said processor, said multimedia con
trol information; 

executing said multimedia handler program in said 
processor using said control information and in 15 
response thereto, transferring from said location 
identified by said location information to said mul
timedia output device, said multimedia data from 
said multimedia object; 

producing said multimedia presentation with said 20 
multimedia output device in using said multimedia 
data from said multimedia object; 

storing an I/O support proftle in said data processing 
system, specifying said multimedia output device 
which is coupled to said data processing system; 25 

determining with said processor executing said multi
media handler program to determine whether said 
multimedia output device is capable of producing 
said multimedia presentation with said multimedia 
object; 30 

producing said multimedia presentation with said 
multimedia output device using said multimedia 
data from said multimedia object, upon determin
. ing that said multimedia output device is capable of 
producing said presentation. 35 

3. A method in a data processing system including a 
processor, for providing a link from a reference point 
within a hierarchy of a formatted text stream in an 
on-line book, to a multimedia object, comprising the 
steps of: 40 

storing a formatted text stream in said data processing 
system, said formatted text stream including a link 
description which includes multimedia device-type 
information, object location information and multi
media control information for a target multimedia 45 
object, said formatted text stream further including 
a link tag associated with said link description said 
tag identifying a source location in said formatted 
text stream from which a link is established to said 
target multimedia object; 50 

storing said multimedia object in said data processing 
system at a location identified by said location 
information, said object including multimedia data 
representing a multimedia presentation; 

storing a multimedia handler program in said data 55 
processing system, said processor controlling oper
ations of a multimedia output device characterized 
by said multimedia device-type information, when 
said processor executes said handler program; 

displaying said formatted text stream in said data 60 
processing system; 

activating said link tag in said data processing system 
and in response thereto, transferring from said link 
description to said processor, said multimedia con-
trol information; 65 

executing said multimedia handler program in said 
processor using said control information and in 
response thereto, transferring from said location 

identified by said location information to said mul
timedia output device, said multimedia data from 
said multimedia object; 

producing said multimedia presentation with said 
multimedia output device in using said multimedia 
data from said multimedia object; 

(a) storing an I/O support proftle in said data process
ing system, specifying said multimedia output de
vice which is coupled to said data processing; said 
link description includes a first object name, a first 
object location and first device control information 
for a first multimedia object and said link descrip
tion further includes a second object name, a sec
ond object location and second device control 
information for a second multimedia object; 

(b) determining with said processor executing said 
mUltimedia handler program whether said multi
media output device is capable of producing said 
multimedia presentation with said first multimedia 
object; 

(c) producing said multimedia presentation with said 
multimedia output device using said multimedia 
data from said first multimedia object, upon deter
mining that said multimedia output device is capa
ble of producing said presentation with said first 
object; 

(d) determining with said processor executing said 
multimedia handler program whether said multi
media output device is capable of producing said 
multimedia presentation with said second multime
dia object upon determining that said multimedia 
output device is not capable of producing said 
presentation with said first object; 

(e) producing said multimedia presentation with said 
multimedia output device using multimedia data 
from said second multimedia object upon determin
ing that said multimedia output device is not capa
ble of producing said presentation with said first 
object. 

4. A data processing system including a processor, for 
providing a link from a reference point within a link 
from a reference point within a hierarchy of a formatted 
text stream in an on-line book, to a multimedia object, 
comprising: 

a memory in said system for storing a formatted text 
stream in said data processing system; 

said formatted text stream including a link description 
which includes multimedia device-type informa
tion, object location information and multimedia 
control information for a target multimedia object 

said formatted text stream further including a link tag 
associated with said link description, said tag iden
tifying a source location in said formatted text 
stream from which a link is established to said 
target multimedia object; 

said memory storing said multimedia object in said 
data processing system at a location identified by 
said location information, said object including 
multimedia data representing a multimedia presen
tation; 

said memory storing a multimedia handler program 
in said data processing system, said processor con
trolling operations of a multimedia output device 
characterized by said multimedia device-type in
formation when said processor executes said han
dler program; 
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a display coupled to said memory in said system, for 
displaying said formatted text stream in said data 
processing system; 

said processor coupled to said memory in said system, 
for activating said link tag in said data processing 5 
system and in response thereto, accessing said mul
timedia control information; 

said processor executing said multimedia handler 
program sing said control information and in re
sponse thereto, transferring from said location 10 
identified by said location information to said mul
timedia output device, said multimedia data from 
said multimedia object; 

said multimedia output device producing said multi
media presentation using said multimedia data from 15 
said multimedia object; 

said link description includes a first object name, a 
first object location and first device control infor
mation for a first multimedia object and said link 20 
description further includes a second object name, 
a second object location and second device control 
information for a second multimedia object; 

said multimedia output device producing said multi
media presentation using said multimedia data from 25 
said first multimedia object, upon determining that 
said multimedia output device is capable of produc
ing said presentation with said first object; 

said processor determining by executing said multi
media handler program whether said multimedia 30 
output device is capable of producing said multi
media presentation with said second multimedia 
object upon determining that said multimedia out
put device is not capable of producing said presen-
tation with said first object; 35 

said multimedia output device producing said multi
media presentation using multimedia data from said 
second multimedia object upon determining that 
said multimedia output device is not capable of 
producing said presentation with said first object. 40 

5. A data processing system including a processor, for 
providing a link from a reference point within a link 
from a reference point within a hierarchy of a formatted 
text stream in an on-line book, to a multimedia objects, 
comprising: 45 

a memory in said system for storing a formatted text 
stream in said data processing system; 

said formatted text stream including a link description 
which includes multimedia device-type informa
tion, object location information and multimedia 50 
control information for a target multimedia object; 

said formatted text stream further including a link tag 
associated with said link description, said tag iden
tifying a source location in said formatted text 55 
stream from which a link is established to said 
target multimedia object; 

said memory storing said multimedia object in said 
data processing system at a location identified by 
said location information, said object including 60 
multimedia data representing a multimedia presen
tation; 

said memory storing a multimedia handler program 
in said data processing system, said processor con
trolling operations of a multimedia output device 65 
characterized by said multimedia device-type in
formation when said processor executes said han
dler program; 

a display coupled to said memory in said system, for 
displaying said formatted text stream in said data 
processing system; 

said processor coupled to said memory in said system, 
for activating said link tag in said data processing 
system and in response thereto, accessing said mul
timedia control information; 

said processor executing said multimedia handler 
program sing said control information and in re
sponse thereto, transferring from said location 
identified by said location information to said mul
timedia output device, said multimedia data from 
said multimedia object; 

said multimedia output device producing said multi
media presentation using said multimedia data from 
said multimedia object; 

said memory storing an 1/0 support profIle in said 
data processing system, specifying said multimedia 
output device which is coupled to said data pro
cessing system; 

said processor executing said multimedia handler 
program to determine whether said multimedia 
output device is capable of producing said multi
media presentation with said multimedia object; 

said multimedia output device producing said multi
media presentation using said multimedia data from 
said multimedia object, upon determining that said 
multimedia output device is capable of producing 
said presentation. 

6. A data processing system including a processor, for 
providing a link from a reference point within a link 
from a reference point within a hierarchy of a formatted 
text stream in an on-line book, to a multimedia object, 
comprising: 

a memory in said system for storing a formatted text 
stream in said data processing system; 

said formatted text stream including a link description 
which includes multimedia device-type informa
tion, object location information and multimedia 
control information for a target multimedia object; 

said formatted text stream further including a link tag 
associated with said link description, said tag iden
tifying a source· location in said formatted text 
stream from which a link is established to said 
target multimedia object; 

said memory storing said multimedia object in said 
data processing system at a location identified by 
said location information, said object including 
multimedia data representing a multimedia presen
tation; 

said memory storing a multimedia handler program 
in said data processing system said processor con
trolling operations of a multimedia output device 
characterized by said multimedia device-type in
formation when said processor executes said han
dler program; 

a display coupled to said memory in said system, for 
displaying said formatted text stream in said data 
processing system; 

said processor coupled to said memory in said system, 
for activating said link tag in said data processing 
system and in response thereto, accessing said mul
timedia control information; 

said processor executing said multimedia handler 
program sing said control information and in re
sponse thereto, transferring from said location 
identified by said location information to said mul-
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timedia output device, said multimedia data from 
said multimedia object; 

said multimedia output device producing said multi
media presentation using said multimedia data from 
said multimedia object; 5 

said memory storing an I/O support profile in said 
data processing system, specifying said multimedia 
output device which is coupled to said data pro
cessing system; 

said link description includes a first object name, a 10 
first object location and first device control infor
mation for a first multimedia object and said link 
description further includes a second object name, 
a second object location and second device control 
information for a second multimedia object; 15 

said processor executing said multimedia handler 
program to determine whether said multimedia 
output device is capable of producing said multi
media presentation with said multimedia object; 

said multimedia output device producing said multi- 20 
media presentation using said multimedia data from 
said multimedia object, upon determining that said 
multimedia output device is capable of producing 
said presentation with said first object; 25 

said processor executing said multimedia handler 
program to determine whether said multimedia 
output device is capable of producing said multi
media presentation with said second multimedia 
object upon determining that said multimedia out- 30 
put device is not capable of producing said presen
tation with said first object; 

said multimedia output device producing said multi
media presentation using multimedia data from said 
second multimedia object upon determining that 35 
said multimedia output device is not capable of 
producing said presentation with said first object. 

7. A method in a data processing system including a 
processor, for providing a control form a reference 
point within a hierarchy of a formatted text stream in an 40 
on-line book, to a multimedia output device, comprising 
the steps of: 

storing a formatted text stream in said data processing 
system, said formatted text stream including a link 
information which identifies a source location in 45 
said formatted text stream from which a link is 
established to a target multimedia object and an 
object location and multimedia device control in
formation for a multimedia output device; 

storing said multimedia object in said data processing 50 
system at said object location identifIed by said link 
information, said object including multimedia data 
representing a multimedia presentation; 

storing a multimedia handler program in said data 
processing system, said processor controlling oper- 55 
ations of said multimedia output device, when said 
processor executes said handler program; 

activating said link in said data processing system and 
in response thereto, transferring to said processor 
said multimedia control information; 60 

executing said multimedia handler program in said 
processor using said control information and in 
response thereto, transferring from said object lo
cation identified by said link information to said 
multimedia output device, said multimedia data 65 
from said multimedia object; 

producing said multimedia presentation of said multi
media data with said multimedia output device 

22 
under control of said multimedia handler program 
using said control information; 

storing an I/O support profile in said data processing 
system, specifying said multimedia output device 
which is coupled to said data processing system; 

determining with said processor executing said multi
media handler program whether said multimedia 
output device is capable of producing said multi
media presentation with said multimedia object; 

producing said multimedia presentation with said 
multimedia output device using said multimedia 
data from said multimedia object, upon determin
ing that said multimedia output device is capable of 
producing said presentation. 

S. A method in a data processing system including a 
processor, for providing a control form a reference 
point within a hierarchy of a formatted text stream in an 
on-line book, to a multimedia output device comprising 
the steps of: 

storing a formatted text stream in said data processing 
system, said formatted text stream including a link 
information which identifies a source location in 
said formatted text stream from which a link is 
established to a target multimedia object and an 
object location and multimedia device control in
formation for a multUnedia output device; 

storing said multimedia object in said data processing 
system at said object location identified by said link 
information, said object including multimedia data 
representing a multimedia presentation; 

storing a multimedia handler program in said data 
processing system, said processor controlling oper
ations of said multimedia output device, when said 
processor executes said handler program; 

activating said link in said data processing system and 
in response thereto, transferring to said processor 
said multimedia control information; 

executing said multimedia handler program in said 
processor using said control information and in 
response thereto, transferring from said object lo
cation identified by said link information to said 
multimedia output device, said multimedia data 
from said multimedia object; 

producing said multimedia presentation of said multi
media data with said multimedia output device 
under control of said multimedia handler program 
using said control information; 

(a) storing an I/O support profile in said data process
ing system, specifying said multimedia output de
vice which is coupled to said data processing sys
tem; said link information includes a first object 
name and a fIrst object location and said control 
information includes first device control informa
tion for a frrst multimedia object and said link infor
mation further includes second device object name 
and a second object location and said control infor
mation includes a second control information for a 
second multimedia object; 

(b) determining with said processor executing said 
multimedia handler program to determine whether 
said multimedia output device is capable ofproduc
ing said multimedia presentation with said fIrst 
multimedia object; 

(c) producing said multimedia presentation with said 
multimedia output device using said multimedia 
data from said first multimedia object, upon deter
mining that said multimedia output device is capa-
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24 
ble of producing said presentation with said first 
object; 

(d) determining with said processor executing said 
multimedia handler program to determine whether 5 
said multimedia output device is capable of produc
ing said multimedia presentation with said second 
multimedia object upon determining that said mul-
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timedia output device is not capable of producing 
said presentation with said fIrst object; 

(e) producing said multimedia presentation with said 
multimedia output device using multimedia data 
from said second multimedia object upon determin
ing that said multimedia output device is capable of 
producing said presentation with said fIrst object. 

* * * * * 




